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Terahertz photo-Hall measurements of carrier mobility in GaAs and InP
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We have developed a sensitive ultrafast technique for measuring the mobility of photocarriers in
semiconductors. High-resistivity samples are photoexcited with a femtosecond laser, and carrier
mobilities are determined by polarization-sensitive terahertz emission measurements in a magnetic
field. Measurements on a semi-insulating GaAs sample at T=280 K yielded �e

=4400±600 cm2/V s and �h=850±400 cm2/V s within 0.5 ps of excitation with �=800 nm
radiation. In GaAs, this zero-background technique requires �10 pJ/pulse photoexcitation and can
be easily implemented with an unamplified Ti:S laser oscillator. © 2006 American Institute of
Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2187520�
Technological progress in high-speed electronics and op-
toelectronics makes it important to understand conduction in
electronic materials on picosecond time scales. Ultrafast op-
tical techniques such as time-resolved luminescence have
been widely used to probe carrier dynamics in materials with
subpicosecond time resolution.1 These techniques primarily
probe interband electronic transitions, and may yield the dis-
tribution of carriers in the conduction and valance bands fol-
lowing excitation. In contrast, ultrafast terahertz techniques
directly probe carrier transport and measure conductivity or
mobility.

A number of scientists have used terahertz �THz� time
domain spectroscopy to probe the conductivity of semicon-
ductors as a function of frequency.2–4 This technique probes
extrinsic carriers at equilibrium conditions and is not time
resolved. Mittelman et al.5 developed a THz noncontact Hall
effect measurement in which the equilibrium extrinsic carrier
concentration and mobility are determined by analyzing the
magnetic-field dependence of the polarization of THz pulses
that are transmitted through a sample or reflected from its
surface with a lateral resolution �0.25 mm, set by the focal
spot size of the THz beam.

Time-resolved terahertz spectroscopy �TRTS� �Refs.
6–14� can be used to determine the time dependence of the
conductivity of photocarriers in materials. Here, a near-IR or
visible pump pulse excites a population of photocarriers at
the surface of a semiconductor, and the transmission of a
THz probe pulse through the photoexcited region is mea-
sured as a function of the delay between pump and probe
pulses. TRTS requires an intense pump pulse in order to
produce a measurable change in the THz optical properties
of the sample, and these measurements are generally carried
out with amplified Ti:sapphire laser systems. As in THz non-
contact Hall measurements, the spatial resolution of TRTS is
limited by the focal spot size of the THz beam.

Several groups have used THz emission15–17 measure-
ments to study carrier scattering in semiconductors. In gen-
eral, very high temporal resolution is required ����20 fs� to
fully explore the dynamics, which for experimental reasons
�use of very thin electro-optic detectors� limits the sensitivity
of these measurements.
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We have developed a THz version of the photo-Hall ef-
fect measurement. We applied an electric field parallel to the
surface of the photoconductor by applying a voltage between
metallic contacts. The region between the contacts is photo-
excited with a femtosecond laser pulse at normal incidence
�Faraday geometry�, producing THz radiation. We apply a
magnetic field normal to the semiconductor surface and mea-
sure the polarization of the emitted THz as a function of the
magnetic field. At zero magnetic field, the emitted radiation
is polarized parallel to the applied E field.18 For nonzero B
fields, we also observe a THz signal polarized perpendicular
to the E field. These two signals are used to determine the
mobility of the photoexcited electrons and holes approxi-
mately 0.5 ps after photoexcitation.

A simple model describes how the terahertz photo-Hall
technique works. We assume an effective relaxation time �i
for each carrier type. Neglecting interaction between carriers,
the equation of motion of the ith species of photocarrier is
then given by

�2ri

�t2 =
qi

mi
�E + vi � B� − vi/�i. �1�

We solve the equations of motion under the initial con-
ditions vi=0 at t=0 to obtain the carrier trajectories, and use
these to simulate the THz signal. The predicted magnetic-
field dependence of the signal becomes simple in the limit
that the carrier scattering time is much shorter than the tem-
poral resolution of the THz system. In our system this is
satisfied for scattering times t�10−13 s, which describes
most semiconductors near room temperature. In this limit,
the magnetic-field dependence of the amplitude of the THz
signal polarized parallel and perpendicular to E becomes
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We have assumed an equal population of electrons and holes,
and a single effective mobility for each species. These for-
mulas exhibit the same dependence on the magnetic field as
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the steady-state photocurrent. However, the electron and
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hole mobilities reflect the conditions immediately after
photoexcitation.

The THz photo-Hall technique we have developed has
some unique capabilities. It is a zero-background technique
in which the sample itself is the radiation source. For this
reason measurements can be carried out at much lower exci-
tation densities than those required for TRTS, using only a
simple Ti:sapphire oscillator system. In GaAs, mobility mea-
surements can be performed using optical excitation of only
�10−11 J /pulse. The temporal resolution of the measurement
system need not be shorter than the carrier scattering times.
In addition, this technique directly measures the Hall mobil-
ity of photocarriers, rather than the conductivity. Finally, the
spatial resolution of this technique is set by the focal spot
size of a near-IR beam, so that it may form the basis of an
imaging system with �1 �m lateral resolution. We also note
some limitations. As proposed here, the technique can only
be applied to high-resistivity materials. In addition, we have
not yet developed a pump-probe version of this technique
suitable for measuring the evolution of the mobility follow-
ing excitation. However, in certain cases it is possible to
extract the carrier dynamics from analysis of the THz wave
form.

We have tested our technique by investigating bulk
semi-insulating GaAs and InP:Fe�100� wafers purchased
from WaferTech Ltd. Aluminum contacts were evaporated on
the surface of the samples. We investigated contact spacings
of 0.4 mm and 160 �m. Each sample was mounted onto a
silicon hyperhemispheric lens, and then loaded into an Ox-
ford Instruments magneto-optical cryostat for THz emission
measurements.

The samples were excited with a femtosecond mode-
locked Ti-sapphire laser and THz emission was observed
when a bias voltage was applied across the sample contacts.
The pump beam was normally incident on the sample sur-
face. THz radiation was collected in the pseudotransmission
geometry and focused onto a 2 mm thick 	110
 ZnTe
electro-optic detector using two off-axis parabolic mirrors. In
our system, the laser pulse width was �t=10 fs, the center
wavelength was �=800 nm, the spectral bandwidth was
��=110 nm, and the pulse energy was 1.5 nJ/pulse at the
sample �see Fig. 1�. The laser spot size at the sample was
�0.2 mm diam. The laser could also be frequency doubled
using a 0.5 mm BBO crystal, yielding 0.3 nJ pulses with a
center wavelength of 400 nm. Bias voltages in the range
40–60 V were used. The sign of the voltage was modulated
at 2.5 kHz and the signal was measured with a lock-in am-
plifier. The THz beam path was purged with dry air to sup-
press absorption of the THz radiation by water vapor. In
these measurements we have optimized our system for sen-
sitivity rather than for THz bandwidth: the hyperhemispheric
lens and the 2 mm thick ZnTe detector reduced the band-
width of our system to �1.5 THz.

We used the polarization sensitivity of the electro-optic
effect to independently measure the THz emission polarized
parallel and perpendicularly to the applied electric field at the
sample. This was done by orienting the 	110
 ZnTe detector
crystal so that the desired polarization was parallel to the
�1,−1,0� crystallographic direction. In this case the un-
wanted polarization was parallel to the �0,0,1� direction, and
produced no signal.

We have recorded the amplitude versus the time of the

THz emission from our samples as a function of temperature
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and magnetic field. When the emitters are excited with
800 nm laser pulses, we find that the amplitude of the THz
signal is strongly dependent on the magnetic field, but that
the shape of the THz wave form is only weakly field depen-
dent. Likewise, we find that the wave-form shape is nearly
temperature independent for sample temperatures above
100 K. This suggests that the carrier scattering rate is larger
than the bandwidth of our optical system, so that the shape of
these THz wave forms is determined by the instrument re-
sponse function of our system.

THz wave forms obtained using 400 nm excitation in
GaAs are temporally broader than those obtained using
800 nm excitation, demonstrating that our optical system
does resolve the time dependence of the conductivity in this
case. In GaAs, excitation with 400 nm radiation produces hot
carriers that rapidly scatter into the low-mobility L and X
valleys of the conduction band. Following excitation, the
electrons cool, and transfer back into the 	 valley. We are
able to fit the 400 nm pump THz wave form by assuming
that the carrier density in the 	 valley is negligible immedi-
ately after photoexcitation and exponentially approaches an
equilibrium value, with 
�t�=n	�t��	e, where n	�t�=n0�1
−e−t/��, and we approximate the carrier mobility in the 	
valley as constant. The calculated emission based on this
model is then convolved with the impulse response function
of our system to get a simulated THz wave form. Fitting this
response to our data yields a relaxation time into the 	 valley
of 1.2±0.3 ps, compared to relaxation times of 0.7–2.0 ps
obtained by TRTS.7 The relative amplitude of wave forms
obtained with 400 nm excitation to those obtained with
800 nm excitation is �1:4, after correction is made for the
photon flux from the pump laser. This is of the same order as
the ratio of mobilities listed in Table I.

Further measurements were made by monitoring the
peak THz signal in each wave form as a function of the
magnetic field. Figures 2�a� and 2�c� show the THz signal
amplitude as a function of the magnetic field in SI-GaAs
photoexcited with near-band-gap radiation at T=280 and

FIG. 1. THz emission from Si-GaAs at B=0 and T=180 K using �
=800 nm femtosecond pump laser pulses �lower trace� and 400 nm pulses
�upper trace�. The dashed line is a fit to our model. Inset: experimental
geometry.
180 K. The amplitude of the THz signal polarized parallel to
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the applied bias reaches a maximum at zero field and de-
creases with increasing field. The THz signal polarized per-
pendicular to the applied bias changes sign near zero mag-
netic field, increases with magnetic field to a maximum value
at B�1.5 T, and then decreases as the field is increased fur-
ther. The magnetic-field dependence of the THz signal in
InP:Fe �Fig. 2�b�� is qualitatively similar to that in GaAs,
although the amplitude varies more slowly with the field. In
this sample the THz signal polarized perpendicular to the
bias does not reach a maximum below 5 T. We also obtain
qualitatively similar results for SI-GaAs excited with 400 nm
radiation. In this case the perpendicular component of the
THz signal reaches a maximum value near B=2 T, and then
remains approximately constant.

We obtain excellent fits to the data with our model.
Three fitting parameters are used to fit the magnetic-field
dependence of the THz signal amplitude both parallel and
perpendicular to the bias: the electron and hole mobilities
and a single overall scaling factor. The mobilities determined
from these fits are shown in Table I. We note that the fits are
not strongly dependent on the effective hole mobility, and so
this parameter is only determined within �50%. The THz
electron mobilities for our GaAs and InP samples at 280 K
are �60% of the room-temperature dc Hall mobilities for
these wafers as measured by the vendor. Our lower measured
values may reflect the high photocarrier density, which we
estimate to be �1017 cm−3. We note that the room tempera-
ture mobility of n-GaAs-doped �1017 cm−3 is also �60%
that of lightly doped material,20 and that Beard et al.21 ob-
serve a decrease in mobility for photocarrier densities of this
order in GaAs at 77 K. We did not investigate the depen-
dence of mobility on photocarrier density in this letter. In the
case of THz emission using a 400 nm pump, simulated wave
forms were generated using a time-dependent carrier popu-
lation in the 	 valley as described above, a 	 valley electron
mobility and a hole mobility. The maxima of the simulated
wave forms were then plotted as a function of the magnetic
field. The low electron mobility reflects the hot carrier con-
ditions in the 	 valley within a few picoseconds of photoex-
citation.

In conclusion, we have developed an ultrafast technique
for measuring carrier mobilities in photoconductors based on
THz emission measurements performed in a magnetic field.
This is a sensitive zero-background technique, which can be
implemented with an unamplified femtosecond Ti:S laser.
The bandwidth of the THz system does not need to exceed
the scattering rate to obtain carrier mobilities. We have used
this technique to examine photoconductivity in SI-GaAs and
InP:Fe, and obtain electron mobilities �60% of dc Hall

TABLE I. Electron and hole mobilities determined from our measurements
for our semi-insulating GaAs and InP samples. The dc Hall mobilities were
measured at low frequencies under ambient conditions.

� pump
�nm�

�e �cm2/V s�
�THz�

�h �cm2/V s�
�THz�

�Hall �cm2/V s�
dc

GaAs �280 K� 800 4400±600 850±400 6950
InP �280 K� 800 1475±250 575±300 2350
GaAs �180 K� 800 7200±1000 1150±600
GaAs�180 K� 400 2750±400 1200±400
mobilities.
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